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Random Polygons (and Polymer Physics)

Physics Question
What is the average shape of a polymer in solution?

Physics Answer
Modern polymer physics is based on the analogy

between a polymer chain and a random walk.
—Alexander Grosberg, NYU.



Random Polygons (and Mathematics)

Math Question
How can we construct random samples drawn from the space
of closed, n-step random walks? More generally, how should
we (numerically) integrate over the space of closed random
walks?
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Figure 3 Trial motions employed in the Monte Carlo method of Vologodskii et al.
(adapted from Reference 72). A. Crankshaft move. A section of the chain is rotated
through a random angle, !, about an axis connecting two randomly chosen vertices, v1

and v2. The new configuration of the affected segments is represented by a dashed line.
B. Reptation move. The angles "1–"5 are modified so that the two randomly chosen
sections of the chain bounded by [v1 !3, v1] and [v2, v2 +4] can be exchanged. Again
the alteration is represented by dashes.

pairs of subchains in which each member can fit into the gap left by the other
can be exchanged. Starting in any state, one chooses the pairs of subchains to be
exchanged randomly and with equal probability from among all possibilities.

If any subchain could be moved to any other position, reptation (if carefully
implemented) would satisfy detailed balance because every state would have the
same number of possible choices. Because this is not the case, this reptation move
violates detailed balance. To see this, consider the two states shown in Figure 4,
where a 4-chain is exchanged with a 3-chain. The essence of the problem is that
not all 4-chains may be possible choices. If the gap created by removing a 4-chain
is greater than 3L (L is the length of a segment) then no 3-chain can span it. So
the possible choices are only those 4-chains whose end-to-end distances do not
exceed 3L , the number of which can vary from one state to another. In state A of
Figure 4 there is exactly one 4-chain whose gap is small enough to be spanned by
a 3-chain. If there are N segments in this molecule, then there are N ! 6 choices
of 3-chain, and one 4-chain, that can be exchanged. If each choice has equal
probability of selection, then p(B|A) = 1/(N ! 6), where state B is shown in the
figure. In state B, however, there are four different choices of 4-chain whose ends
are close enough to be spanned by a 3-chain, and for each of these there are N ! 6
different 3-chains that could be selected. So if each choice has equal probability
then p(A|B) = 1/[4(N ! 6)]. As p(A|B) "= p(B|A), this reptation move violates
detailed balance. Therefore, this implementation of the Monte Carlo method cannot
be regarded as converging to the equilibrium distribution.
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Illustration of crankshaft algorithm of Vologoskii et. al.
Benham/Mielke



Goal

Exploit the symplectic geometry of polygon space to find good
sampling algorithms for closed random walks, to compute
expected values, and to establish a framework for proving
theorems.



The Space of Random Walks

Let Arm(n;~1) be the moduli space of random walks in R3

consisting of n unit-length steps up to translation.

Then Arm(n;~1) ∼= S2(1)× . . .× S2(1).

This space is easy to sample uniformly: choose ~w1, . . . , ~wn
independently from a spherically-symmetric distribution on R3

and let
~ei =

~wi

‖~wi‖
.
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Sampling Random Walks the Archimedean Way

Theorem (Archimedes)
Let f : S2 → R be given by (x , y , z) 7→ z. Then the pushforward
of the standard measure on the sphere to the interval is 2π
times Lebesgue measure.
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Numerical cubature from Archimedes’ hat-box theorem

Greg Kuperberg!
Department of Mathematics, University of California, Davis, CA 95616

Dedicated to Krystyna Kuperberg on the occasion of her 60th birthday

Archimedes’ hat-box theorem states that uniform measure on a sphere projects to uniform measure on an
interval. This fact can be used to derive Simpson’s rule. We present various constructions of, and lower bounds
for, numerical cubature formulas using moment maps as a generalization of Archimedes’ theorem. We realize
some well-known cubature formulas on simplices as projections of spherical designs. We combine cubature
formulas on simplices and tori to make new formulas on spheres. In particular Sn admits a 7-cubature formula
(sometimes a 7-design) with O(n4) points. We establish a local lower bound on the density of a PI cubature
formula on a simplex using the moment map.

Along the way we establish other quadrature and cubature results of independent interest. For each t, we
construct a lattice trigonometric (2t + 1)-cubature formula in n dimensions with O(nt) points. We derive a
variant of the Möller lower bound using vector bundles. And we show that Gaussian quadrature is very sharply
locally optimal among positive quadrature formulas.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let µ be a measure on Rn with finite moments. A cubature
formula of degree t for µ is a set of points F = {!pa} " Rn and
a weight function !pa #$ wa % R such that

!
P(!x)dµ = P(F)

def
=

N

∑
a=1

waP(!pa)

for polynomials P of degree at most t. (If n= 1, then F is also
called a quadrature formula.) The formula F is equal-weight
if all wa are equal; positive if all wa are positive; and negative
if at least one wa is negative. Let X be the support of µ . The
formula F is interior if every point !pa is in the interior of X ;
it is boundary if every !pa is in X and some !pa is in ∂X ; and
otherwise it is exterior. We will mainly consider positive, in-
terior (PI) and positive, boundary (PB) cubature formulas, and
we will also assume that µ is normalized so that total measure
is 1. PI formulas are the most useful in numerical analysis
[28, Ch. 1]. This application also motivates the main question
of cubature formulas, which is to determine how many points
are needed for a given formula and a given degree t. Equal-
weight formulas that are either interior or boundary (EI or EB)
are important for other applications, in which context they are
also called t-designs.

Our starting point is a connection between quadrature on
the interval [&1,1] and cubature on the unit sphere S2, both
with uniform measure. By Archimedes’ hat-box theorem [2],
the orthogonal projection π from S2 to the z coordinate pre-
serves normalized uniform measure. In plainer terms, for any
interval I " [a,b] or other measurable set, the area of π&1(I)
is proportional to the length of I; see Figure 1. (It is called the
hat-box theorem because the surface area of a hemispherical
hat equals the area of the side of a cylindrical box containing

!Electronic address: greg@math.ucdavis.edu; Supported by NSF grant DMS
#0306681

it.) Therefore if F is a t-cubature formula on S2, its projection
π(F) is a t-cubature formula on [&1,1].

π

Figure 1: Archimedes’ hat-box theorem.

The 2-sphere S2 has 5 especially nice cubature formulas
given by the vertices of the Platonic solids. Their cuba-
ture properties follow purely from a symmetry argument of
Sobolev [25]. Suppose that G is the group of common sym-
metries of a putative cubature formula F and its measure µ . If
P(!x) is a polynomial and PG(!x) is the average of its G-orbit,
then

!
PG(!x)dµ =

!
P(!x)dµ PG(F) = P(F).

Therefore it suffices to check F for G-invariant polynomials.
In particular, if every G-invariant polynomial of degree ' t is
constant, then any G-orbit is a t-design.

By Sobolev’s theorem, the vertices of a regular octahe-
dron form a 3-design on S2. If we project this formula using
Archimedes’ theorem, the result is Simpson’s rule. Another
projection of the same 6 points yields 2-point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature. Figure 2 shows both projections. The 8 vertices
of a cube are also a 3-design. One projection is again 2-point
Gauss-Legendre quadrature; another is Simpson’s 3

8 rule. Fi-
nally the 12 vertices of a regular icosahedron form a 5-design

Illustration by Kuperberg.
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Therefore, we can sample uniformly on (a full-measure subset
of) S2 by choosing a z-coordinate uniformly from [−1,1] and a
θ-coordinate uniformly from S1.
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Thus, we can sample uniformly on (a full-measure subset of)
Arm(n;~1) by choosing (z1, . . . , zn) uniformly from the cube
[−1,1]n and (θ1, . . . , θn) uniformly from the n-torus T n.



Independence Has Its Rewards

Theorem (Rayleigh, 1919)
The length ` of the end-to-end vector of an n-step random walk
has the probability density function

φn(`) =
2`
π

∫ ∞

0
y sin `y sincn y dy .
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The length ` of the end-to-end vector of an n-step random walk
has the probability density function

φn(`) =
2`
π

∫ ∞

0
y sin `y sincn y dy .

Therefore, the expected end-to-end distance of an n-step
random walk is

E(`; Arm(n;~1)) =

∫ n

0
`φn(`) d`



E(`;Arm(n;~1)) for small n

n E(`; Arm(n;~1)) Decimal
√

8n
3π

2 4
3 1.33333 1.30294

3 13
8 1.625 1.59577

4 28
15 1.86667 1.84264

5 1199
576 2.0816 2.06013

6 239
105 2.27619 2.25676

7 113,149
46,080 2.45549 2.43758

8 1487
567 2.62257 2.60588

9 14,345,663
5,160,960 2.77965 2.76395

10 292,223
99,792 2.92832 2.91346



Closed Random Walks

Let Pol(n;~1) ⊂ Arm(n;~1) be the codimension-3 submanifold of
closed random walks; i.e., those walks which satisfy

n∑

i=1

~ei = ~0.

Individual edges are no longer independent!



Symplectic Geometry Recap

A symplectic manifold (M2n, ω) is a smooth 2n-dimensional
manifold M with a closed, non-degenerate 2-form ω called the
symplectic form. The nth power of this form ωn is a volume form
on M2n.

The circle acts by symplectomorphisms on M2n if the action
preserves ω. A circle action generates a vector field X on M2n.
We can contract the vector field X with ω to generate a
one-form:

ιXω(~v) = ω(X , ~v)

If ιXω is exact, the map is called Hamiltonian and it is dH for
some smooth function H on M2n. The function H is called the
momentum associated to the action, or the moment map.



Symplectic Geometry Recap II

A torus T k which acts by symplectomorphisms on M so that the
action is Hamiltonian induces a moment map µ : M → Rk

where the action preserves the fibers (inverse images of
points).

Theorem (Atiyah, Guillemin–Sternberg, 1982)
The image of µ is a convex polytope in Rk called the moment
polytope.

Theorem (Duistermaat–Heckman, 1982)
The pushforward of the symplectic (or Liouville) measure to the
moment polytope is piecewise polynomial. If k = n the manifold
is called a toric symplectic manifold and the pushforward
measure is Lebesgue measure on the polytope.



A Down-to-Earth Example

Let (M, ω) be the 2-sphere with the standard area form. Let
T 1 = S1 act by rotation around the z-axis. Then the moment
polytope is the interval [−1,1], and S2 is a toric symplectic
manifold.

Theorem (Archimedes, Duistermaat–Heckman)
The pushforward of the standard measure on the sphere to the
interval is 2π times Lebesgue measure.
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Probability and Toric Symplectic Manifolds

If M2n is a toric symplectic manifold with moment polytope
P ⊂ Rn, then the inverse image of each point in the interior of P
is an n-torus. This yields

α : P × T n → M

which parametrizes a full-measure subset of M by “action-angle
coordinates”.

Proposition
The map α : P × T n → M is measure-preserving.
Therefore, we can integrate over M with respect to the
symplectic measure by integrating over P × T n and we can
sample M by sampling P and T n independently and uniformly.
For example, we can sample S2 uniformly by choosing z and θ
independently and uniformly.
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Symplectic Reductions

Just as in the abelian case, a Hamiltonian action of a compact
Lie group G on (M, ω) induces a G-equivariant moment map
µ : M → g∗.

Theorem (Marsden–Weinstein, Meyer)
If ~v ∈ g∗ is a regular value of µ and if G acts freely and properly
on µ−1(~v), then the quotient

µ−1(~v)/G =: M//~v G

inherits a natural symplectic structure from M. This quotient is
called the symplectic reduction of M by G at ~v.
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∏
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Toric Symplectic Structure on Closed Random Walks

Theorem (Kapovich–Millson 1996, Hitchin 1987,
Howard-Manon-Millson 2011)
If we let P̂ol(n;~1) be the space of closed equilateral random
walks up to translation and rotation, then given an abstract
triangulation T of the n-gon:

• symplectic structure→ P̂ol(n;~1) is the
(2n − 6)-dimensional symplectic reduction of

∏n
i=1 S2 by

the (Hamiltonian) diagonal SO(3) action.
• torus action→ fold polygon around n − 3 chords in T
• moment map µ→ lengths of n − 3 chords in T
• moment polytope P → determined by triangle inequalities
• action-angle coordinates α→ build triangles and embed

with given dihedrals



Triangulations and the Action-Angle Parametrization

14

d1
d2

✓1

✓2

FIG. 2: This figure shows how to construct an equilateral pentagon in cPol(5;~1) using the action-angle map.
First, we pick a point in the moment polytope shown in Figure 3 at center. We have now specified diagonals
d1 and d2 of the pentagon, so we may build the three triangles in the triangulation from their side lengths,
as in the picture at left. We then choose dihedral angles ✓1 and ✓2 independently and uniformly, and join
the triangles along the diagonals d1 and d2, as in the middle picture. The right hand picture shows the final
space polygon, which is the boundary of this triangulated surface.

Arm3(n;~r) admits a Hamiltonian action by the Lie group SO(3) given by rotating the polygonal
arm in space (this is the diagonal SO(3) action on the product of spheres) whose moment map
µ gives the vector joining the ends of the polygon. The closed polygons Pol3(n;~r) are the fiber
µ�1(~0) of this map. While the group action does not generally preserve fibers of this moment map,
it does preserve µ�1(~0) = Pol3(n;~r) and in this situation, we can perform what is known as a
symplectic reduction (or Marsden–Weinstein–Meyer reduction [49, 50]) to produce a symplectic
structure on the quotient of the fiber µ�1(~0) by the group action. This yields a symplectic structure
on the (2n � 6)-dimensional moduli space cPol3(n;~r). The symplectic measure induced by this
symplectic structure is equal to the standard measure given by pushing forward the subspace mea-
sure on Pol3(n;~r) to cPol3(n;~r) because the “parent” symplectic manifold Arm3(n;~r) is a Kähler
manifold [33].

The polygon space cPol3(n;~r) is singular if

"I(~r) :=
X

i2I

ri �
X

j /2I

rj

is zero for some I ⇢ {1, . . . , n}. Geometrically, this means it is possible to construct a linear
polygon with edgelengths given by ~r. Since linear polygons are fixed by rotations around the
axis on which they lie, the action of SO(3) is not free in this case and the symplectic reduction
develops singularities. Nonetheless, the reduction cPol3(n;~r) is a complex analytic space with
isolated singularities; in particular, the complement of the singularities is a symplectic (in fact
Kähler) manifold to which Theorem 13 applies.

Both the volume and the cohomology ring of cPol3(n;~r) are well-understood from this sym-
plectic perspective [11, 32, 36, 38, 39, 46, 66]. For example:



The Fan Triangulation

We call this the “fan” triangulation:

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

d1
d2

d3

d4

The corresponding moment polytope is given by the
inequalities:

0 ≤ d1 ≤ 2
1 ≤ di + di+1
|di − di+1| ≤ 1

0 ≤ dn−3 ≤ 2



Moment Polytopes

The moment polytope corresponding to a fan triangulation is
determined by the “fan triangulation inequalities”

0 ≤ d1 ≤ 2
1 ≤ di + di+1
|di − di+1| ≤ 1

0 ≤ dn−3 ≤ 2

Moment polytope for Pol(5;~1) Moment polytope for Pol(6;~1)



Expected Value of Chord Lengths

Theorem (with Cantarella)
The expected length of a chord skipping k edges in an n-edge
closed equilateral random walk is the (k − 1)st coordinate of
the center of mass of the moment polytope for Pol(n;~1).

n\k 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 1

5 17
15

17
15

6 14
12

15
12

14
12

7 461
385

506
385

506
385

461
385

8 1,168
960

1,307
960

1,344
960

1,307
960

1,168
960

9 112,121
91,035

127,059
91,035

133,337
91,035

133,337
91,035

127,059
91,035

112,121
91,035

10 97,456
78,400

111,499
78,400

118,608
78,400

120,985
78,400

118,608
78,400

111,499
78,400

97,456
78,400



Expected Squared Chord Lengths and Radii of
Gyration

Theorem (with Cantarella and Deguchi; Zirbel–Millett)
The expected squared length of a chord skipping k edges in an
n-edge closed equilateral random walk is

E(Chord(k ,n)2) =
k(n − k)

n − 1
.



A Bound on Knot Probability

Theorem (with Cantarella)
At least 3/4 of the space P̂ol(6;~1) of equilateral hexagons
consists of unknots.
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Theorem (with Cantarella)
At least 3/4 of the space P̂ol(6;~1) of equilateral hexagons
consists of unknots.

Proof.
Consider the triangulation of the hexagon given by joining
vertices 1, 3, and 5 by diagonals and its corresponding
action-angle coordinates α : P × T 3 → P̂ol(6;~1). Using a result
of Calvo, the dihedral angles θ1, θ2, θ3 of a hexagonal trefoil
must all be either between 0 and π or between π and 2π.
Therefore, the fraction of knots is no bigger than

Vol([0, π]3) + Vol([π,2π]3)

Vol(T 3)
=

2π3

8π3 =
1
4
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Markov Chain on Toric Symplectic Manifold

We can sample any toric symplectic manifold (such as
P̂ol(n;~1)) using a Markov chain in action-angle coordinates:

TORIC-SYMPLECTIC-MCMC(~p, ~θ, β)

prob = UNIFORM-RANDOM-VARIATE(0,1)
if prob < β

then � Get point in P using hit-and-run.
~v = RANDOM-RN-DIRECTION(n)
(t0, t1) = FIND-INTERSECTION-ENDPOINTS(P, ~p, ~v)
t = UNIFORM-RANDOM-VARIATE(t0, t1)
~p = ~p + t~v

else � Get point in T n uniformly.
for ind = 1 to n

do θind = UNIFORM-RANDOM-VARIATE(0,2π)

return (~p,~θ)

We can then convert a point (p, ~θ) ∈ P × T n to a point in M2n

using the map α.



Convergence of TSMCMC(β)

Proposition (with Cantarella)
TORIC-SYMPLECTIC-MCMC(β) converges uniformly
geometrically to the symplectic measure on M2n.

Proposition (with Cantarella)
Suppose that M2n is a toric symplectic manifold with moment
polytope P and action-angle coordinates α : P × T n → M2n.
Further, let Pm(~p, ~θ, ·) be the m-step transition probability of the
Markov chain given by TORIC-SYMPLECTIC-MCMC(β) and let
ν be the symplectic measure on M2n.
There are constants R <∞ and ρ < 1 so that for any
(~p, ~θ) ∈ int(P)× T n,

∣∣∣α?Pm(~p, ~θ, ·)− ν
∣∣∣
TV
< Rρm.
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Error Analysis for Integration with TSMCMC(β)

Suppose f is a function M2n → R. If a run R of the
TSMCMC(β) algorithm produces ((~p0, ~θ0), (~p1, ~θ1), . . .), let

SMean(f ; R,m) :=
1
m

m∑

k=1

f (α(~pk , ~θk ))

be the sample average of the values of f over the first m steps
of R.

Proposition (with Cantarella)
If f is square-integrable, there exists a real number σ(f ) so that

√
m (SMean(f ; R,m)− E(f ))

w−→ N (0, σ(f )2),

where N (0, σ(f )2) is the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
standard deviation σ(f ), the superscript w denotes weak
convergence, and E(f ) is the expectation of f .



TSMCMC Gives Error Bars

Given a length-m run R of TSMCMC and a square integrable
function f : M → R, we can compute SMean(f ; R,m) and the
Geyer IPS Estimator σ̄m(f ) for the true standard deviation σ(f ).

Then a 95% confidence interval for the true expectation of f is
given by

E(f ) ∈ SMean(f ; R,m)± 1.96σ̄m(f )/
√

m.



Example Computations

Proposition (with Cantarella)
Expected total curvature of an equilateral 64-gon is 101.72777.

Total Curvature for Equilateral 64-gons
10-minute runs of PTSMCMC(0.5,δ), 3 to 7 million steps

δ Sample Mean IPS Error Actual
0. 101.736 0.184489 0.00822679

0.1 101.724 0.0150058 0.00377321
0.2 101.725 0.0123642 0.00277321
0.3 101.725 0.00894214 0.00277321
0.4 101.732 0.00733317 0.00422679
0.5 101.724 0.00639885 0.00377321
0.6 101.722 0.00568469 0.00577321
0.7 101.727 0.00529789 0.00077321
0.8 101.731 0.00543157 0.00322679
0.9 101.728 0.00440235 0.00022679



Confined Polygons

Definition
A polygon p ∈ Pol(n;~1) is in rooted spherical confinement of
radius R if each diagonal length di ≤ R. Such a polygon is
contained in a sphere of radius R centered at the first vertex.J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 44 (2011) 405202 Y Diao et al

Figure 9. Left: two 20-segment polygons that are basically identical in the confinement sphere of
radius 3. Right: the same two polygons with the confinement sphere. The exact computation is
shown as a polygon with a tube radius of 1/50 while the approximate polygon is shown with a tube
radius of 1/20. We can clearly see that the bigger radius tubes contain the smaller radius tubes.

keep the error small and to push the values of k up, while keeping the amount of precomputed
data manageable. It is an open question if decreasing this error further has an effect on the
sampled polygons that can actually be measured by some geometric quantity.

To estimate the error of the overall procedure we have computed a 20-step polygon in a
confinement sphere of radius 3 in two different ways, see figure 9. Choosing exactly the same
value of u for each vertex and the same angle to choose the actual vertex Xk on the circle of
potential positions, we computed a polygon using two different approaches. One approach
used the averaging procedure described here and the other used an exact integral computation
(which only introduces a rounding error that is the default machine precision of about 10!16).
In figure 3 on the right, we show the actual distances between corresponding vertices which
are quite small. As can be seen, the errors made when selecting the individual rk for each step
do not add up, but tend to cancel each other. While this is only one relatively short polygon
(due to the difficulty of the exact calculation), it provides further evidence that our procedure
yields polygons that are very close to the actual polygons that are computed with the correct
probability distribution with no rounding errors.

6. Ending remarks

We end this paper with several remarks concerning some possible future studies that may stem
from this paper.

Remark 1. A more realistic model for confined DNA, of course, has to consider restricting
factors such as the volume exclusion effect, the bending angle and torsional rigidity restrictions.
In some cases, such as the bending angle and torsional rigidity restrictions, different weights
may be placed on the probability distribution functions in our algorithm to achieve the desired
restriction conditions, at least in the average sense. Such an approach would be fairly easy to
implement. However, in some other cases such as the volume exclusion effect case, the above
approach does not apply. Of course, if one considers the sampling space for such a restricted
random polygon being a subset of the configuration space of all confined equilateral polygons
satisfying the restriction condition, it is conceivable that an acceptance/rejection approach can

15

Illustration by Diao et al.



Sampling Confined Polygons

Proposition (with Cantarella)
Polygons in Pol(n;~1) in rooted spherical confinement in a
sphere of radius R are a toric symplectic manifold with moment
polytope determined by the fan triangulation inequalities

0 ≤ d1 ≤ 2
1 ≤ di + di+1
|di − di+1| ≤ 1

0 ≤ dn−3 ≤ 2

together with the additional linear inequalities

di ≤ R.

These polytopes are simply subpolytopes of the fan
triangulation polytopes. Many other confinement models are
possible!



Computations for Confined Polygons

Expected Total Curvature of Tightly-Confined Equilateral 50-
and 90-gons

R 50-gons 90-gons
1.1 103.1120± 0.0093 185.701± 0.028
1.2 100.1900± 0.0089 180.261± 0.028
1.3 97.8369± 0.0088 175.947± 0.028
1.4 95.8891± 0.0090 172.346± 0.027
1.5 94.1979± 0.0091 169.271± 0.028
1.6 92.7501± 0.0094 166.660± 0.029
∞ 79.74197470 142.5630093
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1.1-confined 100-gons



Thank you!

Thank you for listening!
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